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Senzing ® entity resolution software helps you enhance and transform your big data analytics,
fraud operations, insider threat, marketing intelligence, compliance, risk mitigation and other
operations. With Senzing software, you can create a complete view of people and organizations,
and the relationships between them, from internal and external data sources.
Senzing - The First Real Time, Plug n Play AI for Entity ...
Entity Resolution Software. The puzzle of entity resolution, where duplicate records are resolved
and merged together in order to identify a specific entity of a person, place, or a thing, is a common
challenge in the business world.
Home - Entity Resolution
The problem of named entity resolution is referred to as multiple terms, including deduplication and
record linkage.I doubt that it is possible to determine precisely, what software belong to some of
the most popular for solving that problem. There are various approaches and algorithms can be
used for named entity resolution.
Popular named entity resolution software - Stack Exchange
Entity resolution software for big data is a powerful tool to help businesses sort through complex,
large data sets and organize that information in a coherent, usable manner. By leveraging entity
resolution, organizations like yours can make connections faster and use those connections to drive
better business decisions.
What Can Your Entity Resolution Software Do for You ...
Entity resolution and analysis (ER&A) leverages many aspects of data integration, master data
management (MDM) and data quality management, and eventually becomes instrumental in the
success of each of these practices. Additionally, all four of these disciplines (that is, data
integration, MDM, data quality management and ER&A) make up a ...
Entity Resolution and Analysis (ER&A) - Gartner IT Glossary
The goal of the SERF project is to develop a generic infrastructure for Entity Resolution (ER). ER
(also known as deduplication, or record linkage) is an important information integration problem:
The same "real-world entities" (e.g., customers, or products) are referred to in different ways in
multiple data records.
Stanford Entity Resolution Framework
Customer Information Data Management Systems Entity resolution solutions help combat AML and
other financial crimes Firms are now increasing their investments in new sources and types of data
along with advanced analytics to improve risk scoring and transaction monitoring.
Entity resolution solutions help combat AML | Pitney Bowes
NetOwl EntityMatcher provides accurate, fast, and scalable identity resolution based not only on
similarities of the entity names but also other key entity attributes such as date of birth, place of
birth, address, and nationality. Identity resolution can also be based on social network information
such as employer, spouse, associate, etc.
Identity Resolution Software | NetOwl
Download OYSTER Entity Resolution for free. OYSTER is an Entity Resolution engine. Entity
Resolution is the process by which a dataset is processed and records are identified that represent
the same real-world entity. OYSTER (Open sYSTem Entity Resolution) is an entity resolution system
that supports probabilistic direct matching, transitive linking, and asserted linking.
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OYSTER Entity Resolution download | SourceForge.net
Identity Resolution & Management Software. Increase operational efficiency and effectiveness with
highly accurate, multilanguage identity data. ... Uses key-building algorithms in identity resolution
to overcome unavoidable variations in identity data. High-performance, real-time search .
Identity Management and Resolution Software | Informatica
Entity resolution is an operational intelligence process, typically powered by an entity resolution
engine or middleware, whereby organizations can connect disparate data sources with a view to
understanding possible entity matches and non-obvious relationships across multiple data silos.
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